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Book Review

A. G. Voorhoeve, Liberian High Forest Trees. A systematic botanical study of

the 75 most important or frequent high forest trees, with reference to numerous

related species. Agricultural Research Reports 652, 1965. 416 pp., 72 figs.

The result is a book for the Liberian forester, or for any professional worker

concerned with Liberian forests, which will prove a rich source of reliable

information.

It is not usual in forest flora’s that type specimens are studied. Dr. Voorhoeve

checked all species treated with type material and considered nomenclatural

problems whenever this seemed advisable. As a result all accepted names rest

on verified types.
A chapter on geography (map!) and climate (isohyetals mapped) and a general

survey of the vegetation further add to the scope of “Liberian high forest trees”.

Keys on foliar characters guide to the species; they are simple and easy to under-

stand. They were successfully tried by forestry students before publication.
A glossary of terms, and figures illustrating the shapes of leaves further aid

students with little practical experience on their
way

of recognizing the main trees.

Liberian High Forest Trees evidently is the best book on the subject now available

and likely to remain so, it would seem, for many years to come.

H. C. D. de Wit

Dr. Voorhoeve’s book on Liberian high forest trees contains 72 full-page figures,
showing in detail the botanical characters of more than 70 species, while of some

dozens more details are added in order to render easy identification of species
not specially treated in the book. The drawings are firm and clear, delicately
executed and rank

among the best published in recent years. Detaileddescriptions
accompany the figures, careful taxonomical notes explain the adopted delimitation

and distribution of each species. Ecological data, field notes, the general aspect
of each tree and informationimportant to foresters (slash, bark, wood, silviculture)
are given. There are 32 full pages photographs of trunk habits. These large scale

photographs are highly valuable as a means of identification on the spot and very

instructive to beginning foresters. As a rule one finds in forester’s flora’s small

size photographs, which fail to convey the essentials to those not familiar with

the species. These are exactly who need them most and, I presume, possibly later

authors on similar subjects will try to convince publishers to reproduce illustrative

photographs in a format as found in Dr. Voorhoeve’s book.

Actually the book is full of new facts and observations. Dr. Voorhoeve studied

during three years the Liberian forest on the spot and assembled or verified the

data contained in the scarce literature on Liberian forests. Back in Europe, he

completed his research by 1 >4 years ofstudy in the Laboratory for Plant Taxonomy
and -Geography in the University of Agriculture at Wageningen.


